8th Online Executive Committee Meeting

9th of August 18:00 cest

**Present:** Khayyam, Sophia, Masha, Cansu, Kaca  
**Excused:** Greg, Sopho

Green Ukraine Project

The EC chose the Prepteam of the Project, as well as the local coordinator.  
The call for participants is out.  

Webinars

The EC discussed the pluses and minuses of the webinars in this format. It was agreed that the webinars are stretched over a very long time period. In the future we should make the project much more compact, with more intense learning during shorter period. For now the webinars will continue as planned, next one will be organized at the end of September.

Caucasus Regional Meeting

Request for the cofunding it sent to 5 MEPs and 7 organisations/fundations

Green Forum semi-annual report

The EC and office are working on the semi annual report for one of our main partners - Green Forum Sweden

**EYF Structural Grant application**

The Office and EC are working on the structural grant application for the EYF, for next two years.

**Green Economy Study Session**

The EC from several ideas for study session, chose the one we will apply for on the 1st of October deadline 2017. The event will take place in Autumn 2018, the main topic of the project will be Green Economy.

**EVS Volunteer in CDN Office**

CDN will open a call for EVS volunteer in the office and then apply with the chosen person to the grant.

Additional Funds
The EC researched and discussed a big list of funders, they are working on finding more capacities for the office and activities for the next year.

**Alter Urb project 2018**

EC and office responsibles will prepare the project page and inform the host organizations soon. Also the call for host organizations for RUMB and South Balkans will be published soon.

**Regional Cooperation and MOs**

EGP Balkan meeting will take place from 29 September till 1st of October

**Working groups and initiatives**

**Digital [x]** some discussions organized by the WG from times to times. Prep team member of CDN Digitized Security event in Bosnia, Michael Oghia was supported by CDN to apply as a participant for an event organized by European Youth Centre in Strasbourg on Internet Governance.

**AlterUrb** There are regular, weekly based discussions in the WG, group is preparing for the next year's project. There will be also call for articles for the blog as well.

**RUMB** Introductory mail was sent to the WG members, meeting is being planned

**Green Education**
Call for the team is being drafted

**FYEG**

FYEG and CDN had a common EC-EC meeting during the FYEG summer camp in Germany. Future plans and collaboration was discussed.

**GEF Partners meeting and Education and Networking Day - 18-19 October**

CDN office will attend both events.

**EYF info session - 7 September**

CDN office will attend the event.

**Communication**

The EC decided to set up Facebook group for members of CDN's organizations, friends, hang arounds, ex-
participants etc. Everyone can add themselves there to stay up to date.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cdnee/

Promotion of the publication

The EC and Office are heavily promoting the publication created by the participants of Spring Seminar in Bosnia. You can find the full publication here https://www.cdnee.org/resources/educational/